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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK
Dear Parents,
Greetings to you!
This nation will remain the land of the free, only so long as it is the home of the brave…
August is a month that lifts my spirit as it ushers the national festival of independence which is celebrated across our country on 15th
of August. But what makes it so exciting at Amanora School is that it beckons the arrival of Tirangaa, our Inter School Cultural Fest.
Tirangaa celebrates freedom and it teaches us to not limit our celebration to a day and instead to take it to an entirely diﬀerent level
each and every single day. It is an Inter School event that celebrates the various aspects of freedom.
We started Tirangaa in 2011, by paying tribute to the Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore on his 150th birth celebration. 2012 saw
us paying our respects to the Royal Indian Tigers. In the years that followed suit, we went on to salute the Indian Railways (2013), the
Great Indian Monuments (2014), the Indian Sporting Legends (2015), the spirit of India’s Visual and Performing Arts (2016), the
Environment (2017) and ﬁnally this year we got together to celebrate Health and Fitness… Body, Mind & Soul (2018).
The journey of Tirangaa has been a remarkable and an enriching one. What had started with just 4 schools and a handful of children has
now grown to become one of the most coveted event by several leading schools. It is a huge platform for students and teachers of various
schools across the city, to come together, to compete and celebrate freedom in a healthy and safe environment, thus making every

Tirangaa an enriching experience. This edition of the newsletter
captures glimpses of Tirangaa 2018 Health and Fitness..
- Ms. Meera Nair
Principal
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STUDENT’S CORNER
STUDENT SPEAK THE FIRST FOX TRIBE
Chapter 1 - The ﬁre hex - One day as Wilbert and Harry Jones
were walking in the woods they saw a large ﬁre burning.
Harry said, “Brother, let’s examine the ﬁre, something is
suspicious about it”. “You are right“, said Wilbert. They went
closer. Something wasn’t right. The ﬁre didn’t burn plants or
trees. Harry said, “I am really sleepy. Let’s go to the room”.
“Fine” said Wilbert.
In the room they took a shower. Harry slept immediately but
Wilbert was in deep thought. What was the ﬁre made up of?
Was it real? How did it not burn anything? Was it remote or
magic? Wilbert was really stressed. He didn’t sleep.
Next morning, they went to the same place again. But, alas the
ﬁre was still burning. “How?” said Harry. Their friend Billy
Johnson Roberts had come with them to investigate the scene.
During the investigation, Billy found a large rock pillar. Harry
and Wilbert followed him.
Chapter 2 – The Food Lexar
Harry and Wilbert came back hungry. They searched their
bags, but the food was gone. Harry said, “How is it possible? We
had packed our tiﬃns”. Wilbert agreed. Later as they walked
through the rock pillars, they found themselves by a pillar
made of gold. After crossing the pillar, they came into a hotel
room. It was a kind of PORTAL!
Chapter 3 – The Answer
They went back to the same place where the portal was, but
there they found a BOY. He looked to be a tribal. They asked
the boy, “What tribe are you from?” The boy said, “THE FOX
TRIBE”, and ran away.
Wilbert noted it. The clues were “A BOY”, “PORTAL”, “STOLEN
FOOD”, “FIRE”, “ROCK PILAR”, “GOLD PILLAR” and “FOX TRIBE”.
They kept walking. The boy returned with his father, who was a
tribal man. He asked them how they could cross the portal.
Harry said, “We tried”. The man left and came with a club made
of rock and bone. He started running towards them. Soon they
saw the city of tribals. It had blacksmiths making traps like the
fake ﬁre. A tribal burglar group to steal food and sorcerers
making spells like the portal.
It was a well-developed tribal city. “THAT’S HOW THEY TRICKED
US!” shouted Wilbert.
-Short Story by Vedaansh Malegaonkar, Grade IV

STUDENT SPEAK

-

PARENT’S CORNER
GRANDPARENT’S DAY CELEBRATION [PRE PRIMARY
SECTION] - Grandparents are a family’s greatest treasure, the
founders of a loving legacy, the greatest storytellers, the
keepers of traditions and a family’s strong foundation. To
honour them, Amanora School’s Pre Primary Section
celebrated ‘Story Time with Grandparents’. The function
started with welcoming the grandparents. They shared their
views, sang songs and narrated stories to the little ones. This
was followed by a colourful Puppet Show ‘The Rainbow Fish’
organized by our Pre Primary teachers; depicting the moral
‘Sharing brings Happiness’. A skit to showcase the importance
of grandparents in one’s life was also performed by the
teachers. Children and grandparents enjoyed the show with
great fervour. The general mood was one of exultation and
everyone seemed truly happy. The success of the event was
evident through the happy and joyful smiles of the
grandparents.
PARENT TEACHER MEET [GRADES I TO X] - Open House was
held for the parents of Grade I to X to discuss student's
Periodic Test I result and overall progress at school. MyPedia

reports were shared with the parents and students of Grades
I to VIII. The comprehensive reports provide a detailed analysis
of the students’ strengths and the areas of improvement.

TEACHER’S CORNER
TEACHER SPEAK STRESS FREE EXAMINATION Do you sweat as your examination approaches?
As a kid I used to be scared before my exams. Few tips that can
be followed to relieve you of the examination blues:
• Start studying well before the exam. Make sure your schedule
provides for suﬃcient revision time.
• Focus on understanding the concepts rather than
memorizing them up.
• Think about the time after exam. Visualize the happiness on
your face when the stressful period is over. This works well in
most of the cases.
• Get plenty of rest. It’s way more stressful to memorize lots of
information or comprehend complicated concepts in less
than 6 hours of sleep.
• Eat healthy food, since it’s often easier to function on
nutritious food than junk.
• Drink water. Keeping hydrated is the key for concentration.
• Physical exercise like running, jogging or skipping for 15-20
minutes every day will make you feel stress free and mentally ﬁt.
• While taking notes, use as many diagrams, graphs, ﬁgures
and illustrations as possible. This helps to make revisions
quick and handy.
• On the day of the exam feel happy!
- by Annalise Xavier, Teacher
TRAINING ON ‘MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES’ - Ms. Nidhi Thapar
(DGM-Academics, Pearson Schools) conducted a training
session on Multiple Intelligences for the Pre Primary teachers.
The teachers were explained about the Theory of Multiple
Intelligences, which brings a pragmatic approach to how we
deﬁne intelligence and allows us to use our students' strengths
to help them learn.

PROGRAMMES AT SCHOOL
INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION - 15th August, 1947, was a

memorable day in the history of India when it gained its
freedom from the clutches of British Raj. Since then this day
marks the celebration of Independence Day throughout the
nation.

Amanora School witnessed the celebration of 72nd
Independence Day in the presence of an august gathering of
Principal Ms. Meera Nair, Vice Principal Ms. Madhulika Sharma,
teachers and students. The cultural celebration began with the
felicitation of the Chief Guest by the Principal. The tricolour was
unfurled by Principal Ms. Meera Nair along with the other
dignitaries. The whole school joined in saluting the national ﬂag

and singing the National Anthem which ignited patriotism in
everyone. It was followed by the Flag Song sung by the music
teachers. School Captain, Ms. Shreya Sandurkar, delivered a
speech, highlighting the underlying meaning of the
Independence. It was followed by a lezim dance on the beats of
drum which enthralled the spectators. Ms. Sushma Jagdale,
shared words of wisdom on the signiﬁcance of ‘Swatantrata
Diwas’. The Principal, Ms. Meera Nair addressed the gathering
and gave ‘Health and Fitness’ as a mantra to everyone in order
to enjoy complete freedom.
Cherry on the cake was the Inter House Singing Competition
based on the theme ‘Patriotism’. The choirs of all the four
houses added to the patriotic fervour. The ﬁrst position was
bagged by the melody makers of Sapphire House followed by
Emerald House. Ruby and Topaz house secured third and
fourth positions respectively. The last event of the celebration
was a power-packed dance performance by the students of
Grades VII to IX. Vice Principal, Ms. Madhulika Sharma
proposed a vote of thanks to all those who made the event
successful. The event concluded by singing the National Song
‘Vande Mataram’ followed by sweet distribution.
TIRANGAA 2018 - Amanora School, was caught up in a ﬁt and
frenzy of excitement as they took oﬀ with the celebration of
their Inter School Independence Day event Tirangaa, 2018. The
day chosen for the celebration was Saturday, 18th August. The
cultural ﬁesta recorded an overwhelming response from
prominent schools such as MAEER’S MIT Vishwashanti
Gurukul, City International, The Orbis School and Kothari
School among others to celebrate this year’s theme Health and
Fitness – Mind, Body and Soul.
This year’s theme revolved around the best practices for a
healthier and better lifestyle. The Chief Guest for the event was
Ms. Sharvary Govande (Principal, St. Mary’s College of
Education) among other eminent dignitaries from myriad ﬁelds
such as Education, Yoga, Music and Fine Arts. We had Ms.
Meenakshi Ahuja, Ms. Cynthia Furtado, Ms. Loveleen Jain, Mr.
Mansoor Virani and Mr. Akshay Shahpurkar to grace the
occasion and make it a memorable one.
Everyone was apprised with the Health, Safety and Child
Protection Policy of the school. The Chief Guest along with the
other guests was felicitated by the Principal, Ms. Meera Nair.
Students of Grades VIII and IX invoked the blessings of Lord
Almighty through a prayer dance. It infused the vibrancy
needed to make the event a grand success. Staying true to the
theme of health and ﬁtness, competitions planned for the
event challenged the students on diﬀerent levels of physical
and mental well-being. To name a few among the host of
competitions were Fancy Dress, Word Dazzle, Peerless Platter,
Raponomics, Urban Yogi, Funny Bones etc. involving students
across all grades. The series of competitions were conducted
at diﬀerent venues of the school and left the spectators
spell-bound to see the students raise the bar above their
expectations.
The audience was questioned on various aspects of Health
and Fitness. They participated actively and won goodies for
themselves. Live and soulful performance by Ms. Cynthia
Furtado captivated hearts. Flash Mobs brought everyone
together and made them dance like a kid on a Christmas
morning and enhanced the competitive spirit and enthusiasm
amongst the students and teachers as they cheered and
applauded for their peers. The event culminated with the
award ceremony, wherein the winners were given medals and
certiﬁcates. The host school won the Inter School Competition

with the maximum points but in a benevolent gesture passed
on the overall Trophy to the runners up, The HDFC School. The
second runner up position was bagged by The Orbis School
(Keshav Nagar).
SCHOOL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (SMC) MEETING - First
SMC meeting was held on 21st August, 2018. Principal and SMC
member, Ms. Meera Nair shared with all present the various
initiatives and achievements of the school in the previous
academic session. The events calendar of the academic
session was showcased and the way forward for the current

session was proposed. She explained, at length, about the various
safety and safeguarding processes practiced by the school.

ASSEMBLY
INDEPENDENCE DAY - Students across the grades have
conducted Special Assemblies to celebrate the 72nd
Independence Day of our beloved nation. Energetic Flag
March, spectacular dance performances and thought
provoking speeches were the highlights of the celebrations in
the assembly.
The patriotic zeal of the month of August commenced with the
assembly presented by Grade V students, wherein they
showcased India as a land of ‘Unity in Diversity’ through an
eclectic amalgam of speech, skit and music woven into a ﬁne
narrative. The term unity in diversity refers to the state of
togetherness or oneness in-spite of the presence of immense
diversity. This notion was beautifully depicted through a skit
with the message ‘Unity in Diversity’. The assembly ended on a
musical note as the students presented a symphony on a
patriotic song.
The special assembly of the Pre Primary Section started with
the Flag March by the Nursery students. The students of Prep
II sashayed as Mahatma Gandhi, Pandit Nehru, Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose and Rani Lakshmibai to highlight the
importance and sacriﬁces of great freedom ﬁghters. They also
presented a dance on patriotic songs. A student from Prep II
enlightened the gathering with his mature than age thoughts
on patriotism and the true meaning of independence.
Grade II students left everyone spellbound with their
electrifying dance to mark the occasion. The students were
explained the underlying meaning of patriotism by their
teacher.
In the special assembly conducted by Grade IV, students play
acted as various freedom ﬁghters and quoted the mantras
given by them. The students sang melliﬂuously adding to the
patriotic vehemence.
RAKSHA BANDHAN CELEBRATION - Raksha Bandhan is one of
the most endearing ways to celebrate the bond between
brothers and sisters. It was celebrated with full enthusiasm,
zeal and gaiety by the students of Pre Primary. The celebration
comprised of soul-stirring dance celebrating the bond.
Students were familiarized with the customs and rituals
followed on Raksha Bandhan. Grade IV could not keep
themselves aloof of the traditional celebration of Raksha
Bandhan. They conducted an informative assembly to mark
the eternal bond between a brother and sister.
ONAM - Amanora School celebrated Onam, the harvest

festival of Kerala, through an informative assembly conducted
by Prep II students. The students were explained the
importance of the festival. The teachers performed a beautiful
regional dance around the Nilavilakku (traditional lamp). The
highlight of the assembly was an elegant dance presentation
by the students on the song Poove Polli Poove. The students
enjoyed learning more about the festival and the traditional
customs and rituals involved.
IMPORTANCE OF FESTIVALS - The importance of Festivals was
highlighted by Grade VIII students by sharing valuable
information and a captivating dance depicting ‘Secularism as
the beauty of India’. The teacher enlightened the students on
how festivals play a pivotal role in promoting fraternity and
amicable relationship in the society.
FRIENDSHIP DAY CELEBRATION - Amanorites celebrated the
beautiful bond of friendship in accordance with the
International Friendship Day, which falls on the ﬁrst Sunday of
August every year. A special assembly was conducted by the
students of Grade III to mark the day of friendship, wherein
they performed a skit based on the story ‘The Great Elephant’
with the message ‘A friend in need is a friend indeed’. The
Students were explained about the true meaning of friendship
and how our parents can be our best friends too. Students of
Grade I demonstrated the ties of friendship through a skit and
a melodious song.
HEALTH - In order to promote ‘Health and Wellness’, Grade X
students staged an assembly with a message that physical
health cannot exist in isolation and must accommodate mental
well-being for all. The students were apprised about the
importance of social cohesion as an integral component of
holistic wellness.
HOPE AND POSITIVITY - Hope and Positivity are valuable
concept that help to achieve good and desired results. The
assembly of Grade VII students laid emphasis on the
importance of ‘Hope and Positivity’ in our life through a skit.
The students showcased that hope and positivity is an attitude
that helps to boost one’s conﬁdence and self-esteem, which
can lead to success. The teacher recited a self-composed
poem to explain the power of hope and positivity.
OPEN MINDEDNESS - Students of Grade X staged an assembly
on a positive characteristic of ‘Open Mindedness’, a willingness
to consider new ideas and arguments. The students were
encouraged to listen to other people’s suggestions, which can
advance mutual understanding and develop team spirit. The
students shared their views on the topic, which
accommodated the ideals of students working constructively
and cohesively towards achieving common goals.
VALUING RELATIONSHIP - Relationships are the building
blocks for a society’s comprehensive development. In the
absence of interpersonal relationships it becomes implied that
the society cannot bloom to its fullest potential. Students of
Grade IX ﬂawlessly conducted an assembly on Valuing
Relationships. They presented a skit depicting the importance
of relationships in the life of an individual. ‘Forgiveness’ is the
key attribute to make a relationship stronger. The teacher
elucidated to students, how they can strengthen their bonds
with their akin.

Grade VIII conducted an assembly taking the theme of
Forgiveness forward. Students recited a poem enunciating
forgiveness as a blessing for both the giver and the receiver.
The teacher beautifully encompassed the importance of
forgiveness in a budding relationship.

IN-HOUSE, INTER-HOUSE AND INTER-SCHOOL
COMPETITIONS
INTER HOUSE GROUP SINGING COMPETITION [GRADE II] - A
perfect combination of team spirit and co-operation was
showcased by the students of Grade II in the Inter House
Group Singing Competition on the theme ‘Patriotism’. The
musical rendition transported everyone to the times of
freedom struggle. The winner’s trophy was lifted by the
Sapphire House and second place was bagged by Emerald
House. Ruby and Topaz House secured third and fourth
positions respectively.

CCA COMPETITION
FANCY DRESS COMPETITION [GRADE II] - A Fancy Dress
Competition was organised for the students of Grade II on the
theme Freedom Fighters. Through this activity, children shared
their knowledge on the freedom ﬁghter they had come
dressed as. The enthusiasm and zeal with which the children
participated and performed was extremely commendable.

ACHIEVEMENTS
DELTA MODEL UNITED NATIONS 2018 - 33 students of
Amanora School participated in the Delta Model United
Nations held on 25th and 26th August, 2018 at Army Public
School, Kirkee, Pune. Gurshaan Virdi (Grade VII) received a
special mention and a cash prize worth Rs.1000 in his
committee. Shreenija Dandavate (Grade VII) and Dharshvaradh
S M (Grade VIII) received verbal mention in their respective
committees.
32nd PUNE DISTRICT KICKBOXING CHAMPIONSHIP 2018 - In
the 32nd Senior Pune District Kickboxing Championship 2018
and Cadet Senior Open organized by Shivmudra Martial Arts
and Sports Club, sanctioned by Pune District Kickboxing
Association (PDKA), Atharva Saikar of Grade V and Rishita
Saikar of Grade VII bagged two gold medals individually in Point
Fight event and in Musical Form event.
PEARSON LEARNED TEACHER AWARD FOR ACADEMIC YEAR
2017-18 - Pearson Learned Teacher Award for the academic
year 2017-18 were handed over to Ms. Geetha Shivakumar –
who bagged the ﬁrst position and Ms. Rashmi Sharma who
received the ﬁrst Runner-up position across all Pearson
Schools for their active participation and excellent
performance in Professional Development activities.

HEALTH AND SAFETY PRACTICES
TRANSPORT COMMITTEE MEETING - Health and Safety is of
paramount importance at Amanora School. In accordance with
safety, School Bus Transport Committee Meeting was held for
the academic year 2018-19, headed by the Chairperson, Ms.

Meera Nair and Secretary, Mr. Vinayak Koparde. The main
objective of the meeting was to ensure the safety of students
at all times during their bus rides to and fro. Old norms related
to safety were reiterated and cognizance and accountability for
the same was recognised. Absolute liability to be imposed in
the absence of non-adherence to the norms was asserted. The
meeting was attended by Parent Representative, SMC
Members, Police Personnel, RTO Inspector and Transport
Vendor.

NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
· Teacher’s Day Celebration – 5th September 2018
· Parent Teacher Meet [Grades IX and X] –22nd September 2018
· Half Yearly Examination [Grades I to VIII] – 25th September to
8th October 2018
In our attempt to make this newsletter a true School Connect,
we request you dear parents, to make contributions to this
monthly feature. Please send in your articles, poems, write-ups
etc., to us latest by the 15th of each month at
seema.naik@amanoraschool.edu.in

Ms. Meera Nair

Principal, Amanora School
“Please contact school front desk for any suggestions or feedback or email us at

feedback@amanoraschool.edu.in”
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